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The Cambridge Centre for Ageing 
and Neuroscience (Cam-CAN)

● A cross-sectional, lifespan, multidisciplinary examination of healthy cognitive 
ageing.

● Main aim: “to understand how age-related changes to neural structure and 
function interact to support cognitive abilities across the lifespan.” (Shafto et al. 
2014)

● Population-based cohort of 3000 adults, age: 18 - 88
● Deep phenotyping via three stages

– Stage 1: Lifestyle interview, core cognitive assessment  (n=3000)

– Stage 2: Extensive cognitive testing, basic measurements of brain structure and function 
(n=700)

– Stage 3: Neurocognitive assessment across key cognitive domains using fMRI and MEG 
(n=280)

● Open access data
● www.cam-can.com

http://www.cam-can.com/


  

Study 1

Demographic and lifestyle factors 
of cognitive ageing



  

Introduction

● Which demographic and lifestyle factors support cognitive preservation and 
successful cognitive ageing?

● 12 cognitive measures of 5 main domains
– Reasoning: Cattell, Multitasking

– Memory: Visual short-term memory, Story recall

– Language: Sentence comprehension, Picture naming, Spot the word, Verbal fluency

– Social: Emotion recognition, Face recognition 
– Motor: Choice finger tapping (mean speed and coefficient of variation)

● Diverse set of demographic and lifestyle variables
● N = 488 (age: 25-85)

          Samu et al.: Demographic and lifestyle factors of successful cognitive ageing. In preparation.



  

Cognitive factors

● Can the cognitive measures be 
summarised by (a few) 
underlying factor(s)?

● Method: PCA across measures
● Results:

– PC1: fluid-g factor (gFI)
● loads uniformly and positively on 

most measures
● declines strongly with age
● highly robust to set of measures and 

participants

– PC2: crystallised intelligence (gCI)
● loads on measures related to lexical 

knowledge
● improves moderately with age



  

Age-relation of cognitive factors

● Can we further characterise the 
age-trends in the cognitive 
factors? (e.g. 
acceleration/deceleration)

● Method: MLR with AIC & BIC
● Results:

– gFI: quadratic relation with age → 
accelerated decline of fluid 
processing

– gCI: linear relation with age → 
steady improvement of 
crystallised knowledge

– No evidence for a critical period 
(“breakpoint”) or change in 
acceleration (cubic term).  



  

Increasing uni-dimensionality across 
cognitive domains

● Does the dominance of 
gFI change across the 
lifespan?

● Method: Running PCA 
within each decile

● Results:
– An increasing proportion 

of variance is shared 
among cognitive 
measures

– Simplification of cognitive 
factor structure towards a 
single dominant factor



  

Demographic and lifestyle correlates 

● Older people show 
increased vulnerability 
to several demographic 
and lifestyle factors.

● Negative environmental 
effects may be less 
tolerable in older age 
due to declining 
neurophysiological 
resources.



  

Future plans

● Study factors of resilience using longitudinal 
lifetime experience variables
– change from younger to older periods of life

● Neural underpinnings of cognitive health, and 
their potential moderation by age
– Grey matter volume and white matter integrity

– Resting state functional connectivity



  

Study 2

Resilience of domain-specific brain 
function in syntactic language 

processing



  

Introduction

● Spoken language understanding is remarkably well preserved 
with age, despite the complexity and speed of the processes 
required (Davis et al., 2014, Shafto and Tyler, 2014).

● Is this preservation due to the resilience of domain-specific 
syntax system to ageing, or to compensatory mechanisms in 
domain-general networks?

● More generally, how can domain-general control process (i.e. 
task effects) be distinguished from domain-specific processes 
in the context of performing an artificial tasks?

Campbell*, Samu* et al: Robust resilience of the frontotemporal syntax system to aging. J 
Neurosci (2016).



  

Methods

● Language comprehension: spoken sentences with varying 
syntactical ambiguity (Tyler et al., 2011)
– Natural listening: no response, simply listening

– Task: grammatical correctness to be judged

● Participants: N = 111 (age: 22-87)
● Independent Components Analysis on fMRI recordings.
● Components (regions/networks) were selected based on 

their responsivity to the task events.
– Contrast: difference in modulation of activity by highly 

ambiguous and unambiguous sentences  



  

Behavioural results

● (Overt) task 
performance: RT 
difference between 
ambiguous and 
unambiguous 
sentences
– Syntactic sensitivity 

(Tyler et al. 2011)

● Performance is 
preserved with age



  

Recruited components

● Large difference in set 
of activated 
components between 
natural listening and 
task.

● Natural listening:
– Frontotemporal 

network

– Auditory cortex

● Task:
– Several other domain-

general networks are 
activated



  

Relationship of responsivity to age, 
grey matter and performance

● Does increasing age and grey matter decline have an effect on functional 
responsivity?

● Responsivity of the networks to syntactic processing demands did not differ 
with age or grey matter concentration in either natural listening or the task.

● Is performance better predicted by the responsivity of the syntax system or 
that of the domain-general networks?

● Network responsivity predicted overt task performance, with the multiple 
demand network (LPFC) as the strongest predictor.
– Frontotemporal network: r = 0.19

– Auditory cortex: r = 0.23

– LPFC: r = 0.38

– Basal ganglia: r = 0.22 (all p’s < 0.05)

● This effect that was not moderated by age.



  

Relationship of connectivity (FC) to 
age and performance

● Age was associated with FC decrease on several connections.
● Task performance only related to FC between FTN and other networks.

– These relations were not moderated by age, suggesting their robust, rather 
than compensatory nature.

FC and age FC and performance



  

Crystallised knowledge and 
performance

● How can performance 
remain stable despite 
age-related decline in 
performance-related FC?

● Increasing reliance on 
Crystallised Intelligence 
with age (moderation 
term’s p < 0.05).

● Potentially compensating 
for decreased domain-
general control 
processes.



  

Discussion

● Syntactic processing, both in terms of 
– behaviour and 
– neural activation, 

is relatively robust to both age and age-related structural decline.
● Responsivity of, and FC between, the FTN and domain-general regions 

(LPFC and opercular cortex) seems to contribute to successful performance 
across the lifespan (rather then being a compensatory responses).

● Decline in domain-general FC may however be compensated by increasing 
reliance on well practiced, highly automated processes (using crystallised 
knowledge).

● More generally, findings of age-related neurocognitive decline may be more 
attributable to generic task-demands, such as motivation, attention and 
understanding instructions, than to the domain-specific ability under study.



  

Study 3

Neural underpinnings of 
preservation versus decline across 

cognitive domains



  

Introduction

● Ageing has widespread effect on cognition, with 
domains exhibiting decline, while others are 
preserved or improved.

● Is there an underlying neural mechanism 
differentiating declining and preserved cognitive 
domains?

Samu et al.: Predicting preservation versus decline: Maintenance 
of brain responsivity underlies differential patterns of ageing across 
multiple cognitive domains. Under review.



  

Tasks and behavioural results

● Using two declining 
tasks
– Fluid Intelligence

– Picture Naming

and a preserved task
– Sentence 

Comprehension

● N = 98, age: 23 - 87



  

fMRI analysis pipeline            

● Group ICA across all tasks’ fMRI 
recordings
– n = 50 ICs

● Component identification
– By spatial and spectral criteria
– N = 30 neural components, each with 

task-dependent time-course

● Functional connectivity (FC)
● Responsivity: modulation of component 

activity by conditions of interest
– MTR: mean task-positive responsivity
– Default mode responsivity



  

Identifying task-positive components
● Which are the components involved in each task? (task-positive components)
● Applied heuristics:

1) task-positive components are the most activated by the task

2) task-positive components are collectively the most related of performance

● Results: for each task, the n = 4 most responsive components predict 
performance the most.



  

Task-positive components

● Fluid Intelligence: Bilateral LPFC, higher order visual areas
● Picture naming: higher order visual areas, ventral stream
● Sentence Comprehension: Bilateral LPFC, frontotemporal 

network (left IFG/MTG), salience network (ACC/AI)



  

Mean task-positive responsivity (MTR)

● Does MTR distinguish 
declining and 
preserved tasks?

● MTR predicts 
performance beyond 
age in all three tasks

● MTR declines with 
age in declining tasks

● MTR mediates age-
related cognitive 
decline (FI: 48%, PN: 
21%)

● MTR is preserved in 
cognitively preserved 
task



  

Compensation vs Maintenance

● We found no evidence for functional compensation 
in any of the tasks.

● Bilateral LPFC showed context-specific functional 
preservation
– Declining responsivity in cognitively declining tasks

– Preserved responsivity in cognitively preserved task

● Maintenance of task-positive responsivity 
predicted performance in older participants in both 
declining tasks.



  

Default mode network (DM) 
responsivity and connectivity

● DM is the prominent task-
negative network in the brain, 
undergoing widespread age-
related changes.

● Does DM activity and 
connectivity distinguish 
preserved and declining tasks?

● 6 components were identified as 
part of DM.

● DM responsivity and functional 
connectivity within and between 
DM and task-positive 
components were calculated.



  

DM responsivity and connectivity

● Responsivity (e-g):
– DM suppression decreases in declining tasks

– No overall DM suppression in preserved task

● Functional connectivity (b-d):
– DM is segregated from TPs in declining tasks

– Mixed DM-TP connectivity in preserved task



  

Conclusions

● Cognition is supported by a distributed, task-specific set of 
task-positive brain components across the lifespan.

● Declining task-positive responsivity underpins age-related 
cognitive decline, while it is preserved in the cognitively 
preserved task.

● DM is suppressed and functionally segregated from task-
positive components in declining task
– this may pose additional difficulty for older adults, and

– thus this may be a generic characteristic of declining tasks.

● In general, the maintenance of distributed and dynamic brain 
responsivity, both task-positive activation and task-negative 
suppression, supports successful cognitive ageing.



  

The Cam-CAN team



  

Thank you!
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